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Policy Based Encryption Delivery Methods
Intermedia Policy Based Encryption makes it absolutely easy for any enterprise to set the optimal
path of delivery between sender and recipient. Delivery methods are selected by the enterprise and
can be changed at any time. Delivery methods can be combined to create a unique profile for each
sending enterprise. If the first option fails, the encryption engine of Policy Based Encryption simply
moves to the next delivery channel to ultimately deliver the message.
Policy Based Encryption provides five optimal delivery methods for email and data out of the box:
1. Direct Routing
2. TLS Encryption
3. PDF Encryption
4. Web Portal Encryption

Direct Routing
When Policy Based Encryption is deployed in a multi-tenant environment, the Service Provider is
leveraging Policy Based Encryption to manage several Enterprises. These Enterprises will all have
a TLS connection established between themselves and the Service Provider. When Domain-toDomain TLS delivery is enabled for an Enterprise, messages destined for any other Enterprise
connected to that same Intermedia Security Cloud will be delivered over the pre-configured
encrypted TLS channel. This allows two disparate organizations within the Intermedia family to
benefit from TLS delivery without any additional configuration.
The end result is those recipients receive all messages and data right into their inbox (as clear-text
email) without any additional steps.

TLS Encryption
Taking the Domain-to-Domain TLS delivery one step further, email can also be delivered via TLS to
Enterprises that are not members of the Intermedia Security Cloud. If a TLS connection is available
at the recipient domain then messages are sent directly over that TLS. Policy Based Encryption is
intelligent enough to recognize that TLS is available and enabled. Data and emails travel in an
encrypted TLS tunnel all the way from sending enterprise to receiving enterprise. Enterprises that
are not known to Policy Based Encryption will be queried for available TLS support, and the
connection will be established on-the-fly. This is also known as opportunistic TLS.
Just like method 1, the end result is those recipients receive all messages and data right into their
inbox (as clear-text email) without any additional steps.

PDF Encryption
Encrypted PDFs and ZIPs are a popular choice for electronic statement and file delivery from Policy
Based Encryption. PDF attachments are encrypted (using the AES algorithm) with a Pre-Shared
Key (a password). The body of the message is unchanged and not encrypted. Other types of
attachments are embedded in an encrypted PDF, or optionally compressed into encrypted ZIP files
using AES. Recipients do not need special software to decrypt these attachments. They can use
any PDF and ZIP viewer that supports decryption such as the ones on Windows, MAC, iOS, and
Android. The recipient will be prompted to enter the Pre-Shared-Key, and upon doing so the
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document will open. The recipient does not need to visit the web portal to read their encrypted file
since it is delivered direct to their inbox.

Web Portal Encryption
Policy Based Encryption Message pickup center is the last resort delivery method in the delivery
channel list. The Message pickup center is optimized for all mobile devices and tablets. The
recipient visits the Message pickup center to read their encrypted email and also securely reply to
those messages. Users are notified in their regular Inbox that an encrypted email is waiting for them.
Senders are notified when the email has been read. Messages are encrypted at-rest using x.509
certificates and 2048 bit keys.
Intermedia Policy Based Encryption delivery options can be easily configured from a simple to use
point-n-click console as illustrated below.

Access the EMG Console
To access the EMG Console:


Navigate to the following URL (where localhost is the IP address of your EMG Console
Tomcat server):
http://localhost/emg-admin



Enter your EMG Console administrator username and password. (Note: These values are
configured in the config.xml file.)
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Click login. The My Profiles page appears.
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Profile Configuration
Profile Settings
The profile Settings page is where you choose the domains, encryption/delivery methods, and
branding for each profile.
The Profile Settings page is separated into sections by delivery method, plus a Common section with
settings that apply to all delivery methods, and each section is divided into two or more tabs.
Changes are not lost when switching from one section or tab to another; an orange asterisk appears
beside any section with unsaved changes.
A green/black mark beside each section label tells you which delivery methods are enabled for the
current profile. Note that the System Administrator can toggle the availability of any delivery method
under specific profiles. Unavailable delivery methods do not appear on the profile settings page. For
more information, see Common (all methods) > Available Delivery Methods in this chapter.

Note: Some tabs are not visible to certain admin account types.
This chapter describes all the options available for each delivery method:


Common (all methods)



Direct Routing



TLS Encryption



PDF Encryption



Web Portal Encryption
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Common Profile Settings
Options in the common section apply to all delivery methods.

Settings Tab
The settings tab is a collection of settings that are not complex enough on their
own to require a separate tab.

Domain Mapping
The list of domains that are mapped to this
profile.
Domains

To add a new domain, enter the domain
name in the box and click the Add button.
To delete a brand, select it from the
dropdown list and click the Remove button.

Branding
Default brand

Use the dropdown menu to select the
default enterprise brand for the web portal.
This is the list of brands available under
this profile. You can use any one of them
as the default brand for this profile, or for a
policy under this profile.

Available brands

To add a new brand, enter the enterprise
name in the box and click the Add button.
To delete a brand, select it from the
dropdown list and click the Remove button.

Locales
Locales

A comma-separated list of locales, (e.g.
en_US,fr_FR,de_DE), where the first entry
is the default locale for this profile. They
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determine the list of PDF Email Templates
that will appear in place of the {templates}
placeholder in the Secure PDF Email. See
the Localized Templates page to view or
manage the list of localized templates for
this profile.
This list is not used when a locale is set at
the policy level (see Create a Policy >
Locale)

Notification Settings
Notify on Encrypt

Notify the sender when a message is
successfully encrypted.

Notify on initial failure

Notify the sender when the first attempt to
send a message fails.

Notify on successful resend

Notify the sender when a failed message is
successfully resent.

Notify on failure

Notify the sender when a message cannot
be sent.

Policy Settings

Regex List is Editable

Is the list of Regular Expressions editable?
For more information see Creating a
Regular Expression List on Page 25.

Active Directory Queries

Check this box to enable use of active
directory queries in match conditions for
this enterprise.

Profile Settings
Attachments for messages whose total size
area above this value (in KB) are
compressed and delivered as .zip files.
Message Compression Size
Threshold

To enable compression on all messages,
set this value to 0
To disable compression on all messages,
leave this value blank

Admin Console Appearance

Header Logo

Header Logo that appears in the upper lefthand corner of the EMG administration
console when editing this profile.

Templates Tab
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The common templates tab contains customizable text used to modify the
message before encryption.

Templates

Subject Tag

From Pattern

This text is prepended to the subject of all
messages under this profile (256
characters max).
If a subject tag is entered, all subject fields
over 2000 characters (including the subject
tag) are truncated.
The friendly name that will be displayed in
the ‘From’ field of messages sent from
EMG.
For example: {personal} via Intermedia
Encrypted Mail Gateway

Bounce Pattern

Plaintext message sent to users when their
email message triggers a policy and the
message is bounced back.

Decryption Email Footer

HTML formatted text that is appended to
successfully decrypted messages.

Encryption Email Footer

HTML formatted text that is appended to
messages pre-encryption.

Sender-Facing Notification Templates Tab
*The Server Settings tab available to Admin users only.
The Sender-facing-notification-templates tab contains text fields that can be used
to override the default HTML templates for notifications sent back to the sender of
a message. If these fields are blank, the EMG uses the default HTML templates
that are stored in the file system.

Sender-Facing Notification Templates
Message Encrypted

Encryption confirmation

Message Not Delivered

message could not be delivered – initial
(pending retry)

Message Not Delivered – Resent

Message could not be delivered – final

Message Delivered

Message is delivered after initially failing
(message was sent in the clear)

Message Encrypted and Delivered

Message is delivered after initial failure
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Message Bounce

No delivery method available

Direct Routing Profile Settings
Messages delivered using Direct Routing are sent directly between managed domains (a domain
that is mapped to a profile), bypassing the Message Pickup Center. This setting can enabled or
disabled at the profile or system (all profiles) level.
Warning: Direct messages are not encrypted.

Settings Tab
Enable
Enable Direct Routing

Turn Direct Routing On / Off

Templates Tab
Encryption Email Footer

Text that is appended to messages
successfully delivered via Direct Routing.
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TLS Encryption Profile Settings
EMG attempts to establish a Transport-Layer Security (TLS) connection to the receiving domain, and
send a clear text message over that connection.

Settings Tab
Enable
Enable Direct Routing

Turn TLS Encryption On/OFF

Enable
You can send direct (straight from EMG,
to the TLS-enabled recipient domain), or
via proxy (from EMG to an external SMTP
server configured on the System Settings
page).
Send via Proxy

Note: The send via proxy option is not
available to enterprise administrators.
When sending via proxy, EMG will verify
that TLS is available at the destination, and
include that verification in the message
header.
Determines the function of the Domains list
that appears directly below this option.

Blacklist/Whitelist Mode

Blacklist Mode (Disable for listed
domains): TLS delivery is disabled for all
domains on the Domains list (as well as all
Global Blocked Domains)
Whitelist Mode (Enable for listed
domains ONLY): TLS delivery is enabled
only for domains on the Domains list.
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Use depends on the Blacklist/Whitelist
mode setting.
Domains

Global blocked domains

To add an additional domain to the list,
click the Add button below, and enter the
domain in the new text box that appears.
Each text box should contain no more than
one domain.
Global TLS blacklist set by the System
Administrator. For more information, see
Error! Reference source not found. >
Error! Reference source not found.

Templates Tab
Encryption Email Footer

Text that is appended to messages
successfully delivered via Direct Routing.

PDF Encryption Profile Settings
PDF Encryption converts messages and/or attachments into Encrypted PDF files that are delivered
directly to the recipient’s inbox. To enable PDF Encryption, you must select the message format (Full
Message or Attachment only).

Encrypted PDF Settings tab
Message Format
Full Message Encryption

The message body is converted to an
encrypted PDF document, and all
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attachments are placed inside that PDF as
file attachments.
The message body is sent unencrypted,
and all attachments are encrypted as PDF
or ZIP files.
Encrypt attachments as PDF –
attachments are sent as encrypted PDF
files.
Encrypt attachments as ZIP –
attachments are placed in encrypted ZIP
files.

Attachment Encryption

When ONLY the Encrypt as PDF option is
selected, PDF files are converted to
encrypted PDF files, and non-PDF files are
placed in an encrypted PDF container.
Most PDF readers can extract these
attachments.
When both PDF and ZIP are selected at
the same time, then PDF attachments are
delivered as encrypted PDF files, and all
other attachment types are delivered as
secure ZIP files. For example, A single
email with 3 attachments (PDF, DOC, XLS)
will result in a plain-text email body with
three encrypted attachments (sPDF, sZIP,
sZIP).
Warning: If the sending computer does not
have a PDF client installed (no
application/pdf mime type registered), PDF
attachments are treated as a general file,
and placed inside an encrypted ZIP or PDF
container rather than being converted.

Encrypted PDF Settings
Make PDF Encryption the default delivery
method for new, unregistered users.

Preferred Delivery Method

If PDF is the preferred delivery method,
new recipients are required to create a
Secure PDF Password regardless of
whether Web Portal delivery is enabled or
not. If a registered PDF user manually
expires their password, the next message
uses web delivery as normal (if Web
delivery is enabled).
Enable secure replies for secure PDF
messages.

Secure PDF Email Reply

A reply button is placed inside the
encrypted PDF. This button launches a
secure website where the user can
compose and send an encrypted reply.
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Include Original Message

Include the original message in the secure
PDF message. A push pin is placed inside
the encrypted PDF. This push pin launches
a native email client where the user can
view the original message.

Sign Encrypted PDF Email

Sign the secure PDF according to S/MIME
Signing Policy (configured on the Signing
Mode tab)

PDF Password overrides
If enabled, the sender can add a specific
text string to any email subject to apply an
ad-hoc Secure PDF Passphrase.

PDF Password Subject Override

The subject tag format is
[secure:password], where password is the
chosen Secure PDF Password for that
message.
Note: This setting must be enabled to use
the Shared Passphrase option in the
Intermedia Gateway Encryption Plugin for
Mac OS X. The plugin automatically inserts
the required subject tag.
If enabled, the sender can add a header
tag to any email to apply an ad-hoc Secure
PDF Passphrase.

PDF Password Header Override

The header format is x-Intermedia-preshared-key: password, where password is
the chosen Secure PDF Password for that
message.
Note: This setting must be enabled to use
the Shared Passphrase option in the
Intermedia Gateway Encryption Plugin for
Windows. The plugin automatically inserts
the required header tag.

Encrypted PDF Settings tab
Full Message Encryption
PDF Header

Text that is added to the header area of all
Encrypted PDFs

PDF Footer

Text that is added to the footer area of all
Encrypted PDFs

Secure PDF Email Header Image

Image that appears in the header area of
all encrypted PDFs.

Secure PDF Email

HTML email template for the message
body that accompanies encrypted PDF and
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Zip attachments. This template is used
when no locale-specific template is
available, or when no locale (or use profile)
is selected.

Variables:
{sender} - sender's email address
{receiver} - receiver's email address
{receiver_url_encoded} - receiver's email
address which is encoded for urls
{subject} - message subject
{sent_date} - date the message was sent
{emx_url} - The web portal URL.
{branding_url} - The Message pickup
center branding directory path. For
example: branding/yourenterprise/emx.
{psk_id} - ID of the PSK entry.
{branding_enterprise} - Name of the
branding enterprise.
{psk_recovery_text} - The PDF Password
Recovery Text, inserted only when a predefined PDF password for the recipient is
used to encrypt the message.
{psk_hint_text} - The PDF Password Hints
Text, inserted when an ad-hoc Secure PDF
Password was set with a custom header.
Tip: This URL:
{emx_url}/{branding_url}/images/web
_logo.gif references the web portal
logo.
{anchors} - A list of all languages included
in a multi-locale Secure PDF Email. Each
language name is a hyperlink that points to
that language's section of the notification
email. Must be used in conjunction with the
{templates} tag.
{templates} - This tag inserts all localized
PDF templates, one after another, to form a
multi-locale Secure PDF Email. The
localized templates appear in the order
specified in the Locales field on the Locales
tab. Use the {anchors} tag above the
{templates} tag to add a link to each
localized template.
PDF Password recovery steps.
PDF Password Recovery Text

Appears in place of the {psk_recovery_text}
placeholder in the Secure PDF Email
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template.

Encryption Email Footer

Text that is appended to messages
successfully delivered as an encrypted
PDF.

Attachment Encryption

PDF Password Hints Text

Text that appears in place of the
{psk_hints_text} placeholder in the
Attachment Encryption Email Header or
Footer to identify the PDF Password hint. In
this example, the PDF Password hint is in
bold:
Your passphrase hint is: Your sister’s
middle name
The password hint is automatically
appended to this text.
PDF Password recovery steps.

PDF Password Recovery Text

Appears in place of the {psk_recovery_text}
placeholder in the Attachment Encryption
Email Header or Footer.
Text that is prepended to the unencrypted
attachment encryption email body.
Variables:

Attachment Encryption Email
Header

{psk_recovery_text} - The PDF Password
Recovery Text, inserted only when a predefined PDF password for the recipient is
used to encrypt the message.
{psk_hint_text} - The PDF Password Hints
Text, inserted when an ad-hoc Secure PDF
Password was set with a custom header.
Text that is appended to the unencrypted
attachment encryption email body.
Variables:

Attachment Encryption Email
Footer

{psk_recovery_text} - The PDF Password
Recovery Text, inserted only when a predefined PDF password for the recipient is
used to encrypt the message.
{psk_hint_text} - The PDF Password Hints
Text, inserted when an ad-hoc Secure PDF
Password was set with a custom header.

Web Portal Encryption
A DC Message is delivered to a Message pickup center portal for pickup by the recipient.
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A web portal message can be picked up in one of three ways:
1. Authenticated pickup
The user must log in with, or create and log in with, a Registered Recipient account. This is
the default pickup method.
2. Unauthenticated pickup
Anyone with the correct message link, as stated in the new message notification email, can
view the message.
3. Question & Answer (Q&A) pickup
The user must answer a challenge question to view the message. To send a Q&A message
portal message, you must have an ad-hoc PDF Password defined in the message header
(with The Gateway Encryption Outlook plugin, for example), and PDF encryption must be
disabled.

Settings Tab
Enable
Enable Web Portal Encryption

Enable/disable Web Portal delivery.

Unauthenticated Pickup

Use unauthenticated pickup

Templates Tab
Encryption Email Footer

Text that is appended to messages
successfully delivered via the web portal.

Manage Localized Templates
You can create per-language template-sets for any profile. Each localized template is actually a set
of templates in a specific language. Once you create a localized template, that template is used for
any message under the selected profile in the selected language. This is useful when you wish to
1. Select the recipient’s locale by policy (see Create a Policy > Locale)
2. Send a PDF message in multiple languages when the recipient’s locale is unknown.
For any language that does not have a localized template, EMG uses the default templates
configured on the profile settings page.
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Manage Messages
A common issue with message delivery systems is that errors and exceptions may occur while
messages are being processed. In order to manage these issues, the EMG Message Manager page
displays information about each message, such as whether it has been successfully delivered or if
there are any related errors/exceptions.
To view the Message Manager page:


Log into EMG with a Reseller- or Support – admin account.



Select a profile to manage (default or otherwise).



From the Encrypted Mail Gateway Console home page, click ‘Message Manager’.

The Message Manager page appears.
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Search for Messages
The Message Manager allows you to locate specific messages by filling out any of the following
criteria on the search page.
To locate a message, enter the desired search criteria, and click Search.
Criteria:
Status

Status of the message (FAILED, ERROR, SENT, etc)

Sender

Sender’s email address.

From/To

The message manager will search for messages newer than
the date specified in the From field, and older than the date
specified in the To field.

Recipient

The recipient’s email address

Profile

Intermedia Msg Id

The profile that the sender’s domain is mapped to.
The unique identifier for the message. Use this value to
locate a single message.

Resend Messages
You can use the Message Manager to resend any message that appears in the Message Manager
search results. You can only resend messages that are included in your search results.
To resend all messages included in your search, perform a search and then click the Resend All
button. This will resend all messages in the search result, not just those displayed on the current
page.
To resend FAILED or ERROR messages only, perform a search and click the Resend
FAILED/ERROR for Search button. This will send all FAILED or ERROR messages in the search
result.

Understand Message Status
The Message Manager page displays the following statuses for each message:

UNPROCESSED

This is the default status of a message (i.e., no
policies/actions have been applied to it). All messages have
an ‘Unprocessed’ status when they first arrive in EMG.

DISCARDED

A policy triggered a ‘discard’ action on the message, or if an
incoming encrypted message cannot be decrypted by EMG.
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FAILED

The message cannot be sent. For this status, a Send button
appears next to the message, which will re-send the
message when pressed.

ERROR

The message has caused an unexpected system level error.
For this status, a Send button appears next to the message,
which will re-send the message when pressed.

SENT
LOGGED

The message was sent successfully.
The message has triggered the “Log and continue” action.

Audit Admin Actions
The Audit-trail report tracks all admin actions performed via the Admin Console UI, and via the EMG
Admin web service. The following actions are included in the Audit Trail report
•

Create ADMIN user

•

Delete ADMIN user

•

Password reset of ADMIN user

•

Login of ADMIN

•

System setting page updates

•

Server management

•

Edit scheduler

•

Add or remove profile

•

Add or remove users

•

audit Credentials

•

audit policy changes/update
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To use the Audit Trail Report


Log into EMG as a System Administrator.



Select a profile to view (default or otherwise).



From the Profile Management page, select Audit Trail Report.



Enter your search criteria.
Tip: leave the profile field blank to search all profiles.



Click Search. All admin actions matching your search criteria appear.

Create and Manage Policies
EMG includes a powerful policy engine that scans messages for specific text strings,
sender/recipient addresses, content types, and/or attachments. To do this, each profile has a list of
Outbound Email Policies against which all messages for that profile are evaluated.
Each policy consists of a set of conditions, and an action to take if the condition is satisfied.

View Outbound Email Policies
Policies are created and managed on a per-profile basis. To vie w the Outbound Email Policies
management screen, from the profile management page, click List Policies.
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Manage Policies
Each profile may contain any number of policies. Policies are applied to a message in the order that
they appear on the Outbound Email Policies page.
You can reorder policies in one of two ways:
a) Click and drag the policy to the desired position. The policy list is updated immediately.
or
b) Click the up or down arrow for the desired policy. The policy list is updated immediately.

To toggle a policy on or off, click the green or red ball located next to the Action column for the policy
you which to toggle. The policy list is updated immediately.
A green ball indicates an enabled policy. Red indicates that a policy is disabled.

Create a Policy
To create a new Outbound Email Policy,
1.

from the Outbound Email Policies page, Click the Add policy button. The New Outbound
Email Policy page appears.

2.

Configure your policy as required.

3.

Click the save button. Your policy is added to the Outbound Email Policies list.

See the table below for a description of each individual setting.
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General Settings
Status

Decide whether the policy is initially enabled or disabled.

Priority

High: This policy is added to the top of the Outbound
Email Policies list.
Low: This policy is added to the bottom of the list.

Risk

The risk level of the policy. This is used for reporting and
has no effect on how the policy is applied.

Policy Name

Unique name for the policy.

Description

Describe the policy. What does this policy achieve?
Why?
Any: any combination of the enabled matching
conditions can be met to trigger the policy.

Match Conditions

All: all of the enabled matching conditions must be met
to trigger the policy.
The policy is always applied regardless of any condition.
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Conditions
This section contains the match conditions for the policy. Up to five conditions may be set.
How they are evaluated depends on the Match Conditions item in the General Settings
section.
Select the checkbox next to the condition you want to use. You must enable at least one
condition.
This table contains a description of each individual setting for a single match condition.
Important: The options available in the Custom Matcher drop-down list are a set of
conditions specifically created for your requirements by your EMG Deployment Engineer.
If you require a Custom Matcher, contact your EMG Deployment Engineer for more
information.
Select the message part that is compare to the word list.
IF

NOT

Options include: Subject, Body, Sender address,
Recipient address, MIME Headers, Attachment Name,
Attachment Content, or Content Type.
The condition matches if the selected message part does
list does NOT match the word list.
Any: the condition is met if the selected message part
includes any of the words in the selected word list.

CONTAINS

All: the condition is met if the selected message part
includes ALL of the words in the selected word list.
At least [#]: The condition is met if the selected message
part contains at least the specified number of words from
the word list. Note that you must enter a number in the
text box.

Word list dropdown menu

Select a word list from the dropdown menu.

MORE THAN [#] Times

To meet the condition, each matched word must appear
more than the specified number of times in the specified
message part.

Mail Server Settings
In this section you can specify a separate SMTP host for messages triggering this specific
policy. SMTP hosts are selected using the following order of precedence: Policy > Profile
> System, thus the policy-level SMTP server, if set, is always used.
If SMTP Host 1 fails to deliver a message, EMG will alternate between subsequent SMTP
servers (in order) until the message is successfully delivered.
To add an additional SMTP server, click the Add button.
SMTP Host

SMTP server host name

SMTP Port

SMTP port number
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Enable/disable TLS:


If “None” is selected, TLS is disabled.



If “Opportunistic” is selected, EMG will attempt to use
TLS. If it’s not available, EMG will still send the
message over a clear channel.



If “Required” is selected, EMG will only send the
message to the SMTP server if TLS is available.
Otherwise, the message delivery will fail.

TLS Setting

SMTP Timeout

Number of milliseconds before the SMTP connection
times out.

Each SMTP server that is added in the EMG Console must be added to SARINF/classes/keyListDecryptorMailSmtp.properties on the James server. For information on
editing the keyListDecryptorMailSmtp.properties, see ‘Configuring Multiple SMTP Servers’
in the Installing and Configuring Encrypted Mail Gateway guide.

Action to Take
Set the action that is performed when the policy is triggered. Note that with the exception
of Log and Continue, EMG does not apply any further policies after these actions are
taken.

Tag Header

Add a custom x-info header to all messages that trigger
this policy.
Tip: use multiple policies with the Log and Continue action
to add multiple headers to a single message.

Compress Attachments

Check this checkbox to compress attachments for
messages and delivered as .zip files.
If specified, Policy Based Encryption envelops a copy of
each message and sends them to the specified
administrators.

Copy Administrators

Format: A comma-separated list of administrator email
addresses, e.g. admin1@domain.com,
admin2@domain.com

Encrypt: encrypt the message.
Log and Continue: make a log entry that this policy was triggered and continue to the
next rule (if one exists).
Log and Send: make a log entry that this policy was triggered and send the message.
Return to Sender: return the message to the sender.
Discard: delete the message.

Branding
Select the brand (ESS Enterprise) for messages that trigger this policy.

Locale
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Optionally select the recipient’s locale. The Web Portal delivery method supports all 21
included locales. You can also use this in combination with the localized templates option
to localize and template-driven text for any delivery method.

Policy-Specific Encryption Settings
Select “Custom” from the Encrypt dropdown menu in the Actions To Take section to
enable Policy-specific Encryption Settings.
In this section, you can select a set of delivery methods specific to this policy.

Edit a Policy
To edit an existing policy, click the policy on the Outbound Email Policies page and then edit the
policy. Click Save to save the policy.

Delete a Policy
To delete an existing policy, click the policy on the Outbound Email Policies page and then click
Delete.

Create a Regular Expression List
A Regular Expression (‘Regex’) is written in a formal language that allows you to specify characters,
words or patterns of characters. Common patterns that Regex lists can be used to identify include
credit card numbers and Social Security Numbers.
For more information on creating regular expressions, see the following websites:


http://www.webreference.com/js/column5/



http://www.regular-expressions.info/reference.html



http://regexlib.com/default.aspx

IMPORTANT: Regular Expressions are case sensitive.
To create a regular expression list:


From the Encrypted Mail Gateway Console home page, click ‘Policies’. The Email
Encryption Policies page appears.



From the right menu, click Regular Expressions. The Regular Expressions page appears.



Click Add a Regular Expression List. The Edit Regex page appears.



For List Name, enter a name for this list.



For List Description, enter a description for this list.



In the Keyword List text box, enter the regular expression. Remember that each word must
be separated by a line, without commas, semi-colons or other punctuation.



Click Save. The new rule now appears on the Regular Expression page.
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Edit a Regular Expression List
To edit an existing list, click the list in the Regular Expression page and then edit the list. Click Save
to save your changes.

Delete a Regular Expression List
To delete an existing list, click the list in the Regular Expression page and then click Delete.

Create a Credit Card Regular Expression
To create a basic credit card regular expression list:


From the Encrypted Mail Gateway Console home page, click ‘Policies’. The Email
Encryption Policies page appears.



From the right menu, click Regular Expressions. The Regular Expressions page appears.



Click Add a Regular Expression List. The Edit Regex page appears.



For List Name, enter: Credit Card Number



For List Description, enter: Pattern match for Visa, MasterCard and AMEX



In the Keyword List text box, enter the following:
5[1-5]\d{2})[\s\-]?(\d{4})[\s\-]?(\d{4})[\s\-]?(\d{4})
(3[47]\d{2})[\s\-]?(\d{6})[\s\-]?(\d{5})
(4[1-5]\d{2})[\s\-]?(\d{4})[\s\-]?(\d{4})[\s\-]?(\d{4})
^(4[1-5]\d{2})[\s\-]?(\d{4})[\s\-]?(\d{4})[\s\-]?(\d{4})$
.(3[47]\d{2})[\s\-]?(\d{6})[\s\-]?(\d{5}).

The list should look like this:



Click Save. The new list now appears on the Regular Expression page.
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Create an MS Office Document Expression
To create an inclusive Microsoft Office document regular expression list:


From the Encrypted Mail Gateway Console home page, click ‘Policies’. The Email
Encryption Policies page appears.



From the right menu, click Regular Expressions. The Regular Expressions page appears.



Click Add a Regular Expression List. The Edit Regex page appears.



For List Name, enter: Any Office Documents



For List Description, enter: Trigger on any MS Office document types Word, Excel,
Power Point



In the Keyword List text box, enter the following:
.*.doc
.*.xls
.*.ppt
.*.docx
.*.xlsx
.*.pptx
.*.vsd
.*.mpp

The list should look like this:



Click Save. The new list now appears on the Regular Expression page.

Create an Email Domain Expression
To create an email domain regular expression list:
IMPORTANT: For the following step-by-step, replace [Company_Name] with the company/domain
you want to use.


From the Encrypted Mail Gateway Console home page, click ‘Policies’. The Email
Encryption Policies page appears.



From the right menu, click Regular Expressions. The Regular Expressions page appears.
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Click Add a Regular Expression List. The Edit Regex page appears.



For List Name, enter: Email Domains



For List Descriptions, enter a description for this regular expression.



In the Keyword List text box, enter the following:
.*@[Company_Name].com

Repeat this for each variation/domain (e.g., .*@[Company_Name].co.uk).
If [Company_Name] was replaced with popular email domains, it would look like this:



Click Save. The new list now appears on the Regular Expression page.
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